
HOW TO WRITE A WELCOME SPEECH FOR TEACHERS DAY

On the occasion of teacher's day, I â€“ Manu Saini being the head girl is present before you all to deliver a welcome
speech for our beloved teachers. We all.

Cultural programmes are conducted to make the programme more fun-filled and colourful. It is our duty to
make every teacher to be proud and make them feel we love them for what they are to us. Teachers' day is
celebrated as a special event in schools and colleges in different ways. Along with being a succesful leader in
the form of the President of the Country, Dr. From them leads the ideas and thougts, that one day each one of
use will use to provide back into this society. Related Posts. Making your teacher feel special maybe a struggle
for you and hence on this teachers day, we bring to you some speeches by famous personalities that you can
draw inspiration from to tell your teachers what you feel about them. The teachers inspire us to proceed
forward, to build our ethics and prepare us to withstand obstacles of our life. The celebration in each country is
generally correlated to either significant personalities or achievements of milestone in the field of education.
As the days are approaching, students are excited about the preparations for the day. Sarvapalli
Radhakrishnan. Amongst the priority reforms, the Teacher Policy Action Plan offers learning opportunities for
teachers and increase of salary. In his speech made on teachers day, PM Modi spoke about how a student is
the identity of a teacher. Some of the key points of his speech were: A teacher gives himself to the student and
the job of a student is to draw from him as much as possible. We want to let you know though we are naughty,
you love us, we at times disobedient but you always patience in guiding us. It is a day filled with lots of
excitement, joy and happiness as students are eagerly looking forward to tell their teachers how and why are
they special to them. He was a scholar and a firm believer of education such that his birth anniversary came to
be celebrated as teacher's day. They spear head change by shaping and building students' personality and make
them ideal citizens of the country. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who was a Teacher par excellence and also one
of the successful Presidents of India. Their contribution is not only limited to schools but it extends to society
and country. Apart from academics, teachers stand by us at every step to guide, motivate and inspire to
become better people. Because the greatest lesso ns are learnt in the classroom. It is well-known fact that
every year we celebrate 5th September as Teachers' Day in memory of Dr. Thank You. We will definitely
make you proud in the years to come! He said that this nation will become independent, liberal and forward,
when the teachers it has guides it properly. They act as second mothers to all students. In villages, grandfathers
naturally assume the role of a teacher. We celebrate Teachers' day on 5th of September every year in India.
President Mukherjee went on to speak about his journey as a student and how he had to travel a distance every
day to reach school. Narendra Modi: The current prime minister and eminent leader, Narendra Modi is known
to be extra specific with his words. Irina Bokova, UNESCO Director-General, called for an improved status of
teachers through providing teachers the supports they needed such as continuing training and development,
compensating them properly to their indispensable jobs, and giving them an active role in decision-making
that affects their work. And September 5th was celebrated to pay honour to teachers for their efforts in shaping
students. Let me begin my remarks by expressing my profound gratitude to all teachers who are present here
and all around Cambodia for your tireless commitments, limitless contributions, dedication and continued hard
work despite all the challenges and difficulties you may encounter. RadhaKrishnan made an immense
contribution to the country. One of his very significant speeches during his tenure as the president of India, he
spoke about the students need to question. So I would like to encourage all teachers to seize opportunities to
upgrade their own capacity through life-long learning in order to acquire the 21st century skills and improving
knowledge transferring to students. Thank you everyone. Let us welcome all the teachers with a big round of
applause. Be the first one to review. They add value to our character and make us ideal citizens of the country.
When he died, Radhakrishnan became the President. This great son of India was an outstanding scholar and
teacher.


